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Tuula’s program Art and fish
board

The big fish cutting board, this exhibition made by twenty children
demonstrates the importance of preserving fish, stopping chemicals,

depolluting the oceans. Children, with the unique use of the 3 primary colors
(yellow, blue and red) managed to show the suffering of fish, giving them a

voice.

Veera’s drawing is particularly interesting, because as soon as she
discovered a new color she filled a box with her fish. 

Community house



Steinerkindergarten
Pohjantähti

The Steiner pedagogy,
founded by Rudolf

Steiner, emphasizes the
individuality of each child,

promoting its
development through

sensory experiences and
experimental learning,

while emphasizing
creativity. Toys are made

of wood, plastic is
banned, in the canteen

dishes are vegetarian and
children play most of the

time outside.

Dolls do not have mouths
so that children can

decide their emotions,
they can say that they
are happy, sad, worried,
they can choose and are

not dependent on the
emotion of the already

present mouth.



Kindergarten Martta
Wendelin

Päiväkoti Martta Wendelin, Finland’s largest solid wood daycare, won the
wooden architecture prize in 2023. Welcoming about 200 children in ten
groups, it offers versatile and safe spaces, promoting the well-being and

development of children. The building meets Nordic environmental standards,
even receiving the Nordic Swan Ecolabel in 2022, underscoring its commitment

to sustainability and environmental health.

The paintings on the windows are works of the artist Martta Wedelin



Pilke



Museum Klaavola History of
Tuusula

The Klaavola House of the Tuusula Museum shows life on a wealthy farm in
the early 20th century in Uusimaa. 

The rooms are decorated in the inter-war style with objects from the
museum’s collections and the former inhabitants of the house.

In addition to the main building, the estate includes a granary, a dairy and a
sauna.

 The Klaavola farm is mentioned in the history books from the beginning of
the 17th century and is one of the oldest properties in the village of

Hyökkälä in Tuusula.



Exposition Monio
exhibitions of works made by children, some represent Finland, others the

different seasons, others give voice to children and fish.. These works have
been exhibited in Monio



Tuusulanjarvi cultural round



Lassilan Tila
The Lassila farm, managed by the Lassila family since 1697, is renowned for

its cultivation of organic food that promotes biodiversity. It has a wide
range of products, organic cereals, dairy products, eggs, natural handmade

soaps, chickens. 
The farm offers activities like chicken reservation, educational events for

lovers of organic farming and camps for young people, schools etc...


